Determination of activation and recovery sequences and local repolarization durations from distant electrocardiographic leads.
Experiments using an isolated heart, perfused by a support dog were done to compare estimates of activation times, recovery times and activation recovery intervals from cardiac surface electrograms to estimates from distant electrocardiographic leads and to known features concerning normal activation and recovery sequences. The isolated heart was suspended in a tank with 600 electrodes located at sites 0.5 cm to 7.5 cm from the surface of the heart. In some experiments up to 330 electrodes, spaced 2.5 mm to 5 mm apart on a nylon matrix, were placed on the cardiac surface. Recordings were made during atrial and ventricular drives at cycle lengths of 400 msec to 700 msec. The minimum QRS and maximum T derivatives and the interval between them were taken as the estimates of activation times, recovery times and activation recovery intervals respectively. Maps of activation sequence, and the distribution of activation recovery intervals were constructed from cardiac surface data and from data recorded at various distances from the heart. Regions of earliest and latest activation and recovery times, range between the earliest and latest activation and recovery times and the average activation recovery interval could be determined from data recorded at distances from the heart comparable to the distance between the cardiac and thoracic surfaces. The results indicate that electrocardiographic signals, recorded with regionally sensitive distant leads, contain considerable detail concerning local activation and recovery sequences and the distribution of repolarization properties. This information should be useful in the evaluation of patients and in guiding drug therapy.